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Editor’s note

Taná Pesat 

Dear Colleagues, 

The past two (2) months have presented extreme challenges to our 
business and our personal lives in respects previously unheard of 

nor imaginable. A total new dimension has been brought to the fore on 
how developments across the globe can be of far reaching and extreme 
impact to us all.  

Following the declaration of the COVID-19 by the World Health 
Organization (WHO) as a pandemic, the President of the Republic of 
Namibia, H.E Dr. Hage G Geingob declared a National State of Emergency  
on the 17th of March 2020. Subsequent thereto and initially, the Erongo 
and Khomas regions were placed under lock down on the 27th of March 
2020, and this was then broadened to the whole country. 

On the 17th of April 2020, this was extended until the 4th of May 2020. All 
the attendant measures and regulations are meant to enhance the social 
distancing requirement and ultimately curtail the spread of the COVID-19. 
These restrictions and mitigation measures have had a significant 
impact on both ourselves the employees of Namport and our esteemed 
customers, and have invariably caused a heightened sense of anxiety in 
the entire port community. 

As such, the enforcement and implementation of the various restrictions 
and mitigation measures has also not been easy, mainly because it requires 
a complete change in the mindset of us employees and port users. The 
entire way we do business has changed. In addition sourcing of important 
supplies such as sanitizers, masks, gloves and screening equipment has 
not been easy, given the immense global demand and very high asking 
prices.  

I am however comforted to note and report that we continue to 
receive the important consignments of the various Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) and sanitizers for use in our operations, and instances of 
non-compliance have reduced significantly amongst not only ourselves - 
but also port users and our enforcers remain vigilant in this regard. 

Amongst the internal measures put in place towards curtailing infections 
and/or the spread of the COVID-19 at both our ports are the following:

• Ongoing awareness/educational communications with all our 
employees and stakeholders through the various modes of 
communication;

• Extensive deployment of telework for our operational and 
administrative teams with the use of dedicated IT equipment 
allowing secure remote work; and

• Implementation of shift rotation schedules for colleagues providing 
essential services i.e., operations, security, marine, customer care, 
finance etc. 

• In addition, the following measures have been introduced for our 
port operations and interactions with customers: 

• Access to foreign ships alongside/at berths is strictly controlled by 
additional security deployment at all ship’s gangways. Such security 
guards also enforce PPE compliance; 

• No passenger ships allowed to call our ports;
• No visiting yachts allowed in ports;

• No crew changes allowed unless special approval is 
obtained from all relevant authorities;

• All foreign vessels which call the ports must self-
quarantine at anchorage for 14 days before being allowed to berth;

• Depending on the level of risk identified, various PPE (masks and 
gloves) are issued to all frontline employees in direct contact with 
foreign crew/vessels and truck drivers. This includes employees 
from Marine (pilots), Security, Terminals (gates), Customer care and 
Reception; 

• Temperature screening was rolled out at Port Entrance gates and 
Head Office Screening is currently confined to foreign truck drivers at 
the port entrance gates; and

• Truck staging area was closed down. 

Further, as part of our social corporate responsibility, and in response 
to the call by H.E Dr. Geingob for private and government agencies to 
assist government in its endeavors to fight the spread of COVID-19 in the 
country, Namport has directly and through the Social Investment Fund 
(NSIF) made the following donations: 

• Medical Equipment and Supplies to the Walvis Bay State Hospital,  
supplies for NAMPOL patrol vehicles in Keetmanshoop as well as 
20 mobile toilets for use (duration the lockdown period),  by the 
residents living in the Twaloloka informal settlement in Kuisebmond, 
Walvis Bay all  to the value of N$310,000.00; 

• An amount of N$50,000.00 to the Walvis Bay Corridor Group (WBCG) 
towards its corridor educational initiative for truck driver’s and 
operators of all Namibian Corridors on how to keep safe against 
contracting and spread of COVID-19;

• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) in the form of disposable 
surgical gloves and facemasks, hand and surface sanitizers, Namport 
branded drinking water as well as four (4) Police Roadblock Flash 
Lights to the Walvis Bay Police Unit; and

• Facilitating the set-up of a truck quarantine facility together with 
other industry players in Walvis Bay, for the screening and provision 
of hygienic conditions to truck drivers.

Within the restrictions and current challenges for seamless trade, I am 
humbled to report that we continue to receive modest volumes, and it is 
a serious cause to be grateful for these now rare opportunities. We must 
continue giving the best service to our valued customers, consistent with 
our values and drive to becoming Africa’s Number 1 Port Authority.

Finally, I am thankful to every one of you for religiously implementing 
our SHEQ directives and consistently observing the national lock down 
guidelines and regulations, while continuing to show great dedication 
and diligence in the discharge of our daily duties.  

Let us all continue to stay safe, complying with the national safety 
guidelines and most importantly, to keep praying to our good Lord to 
save Namibia and the universe at large from this global pandemic.

“Tulongeni Pamwe - Our Port, Our Future”

Kavin Harry, Acting CEO 
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CEO’s Corner

Dearest Colleagues,

The year 2020 had a normal start for the first three months and our lives had suddenly been disrupted by the 
global COVID-19 pandemic, life as we know it has changed. As we try and navigate our personal lives and work 

life through new normal, let us be mindful of each other and adhere to the safety and social protocols established 
by the Namibian government and our organization. 

This edition provides a full overview of Namport’s preparedness activities that have taken place since January 2020. 
Our on-going plans to continue our fight against COVID-19 for the greater good prioritizing the health and safety 
of employees and balancing our business continuity plans during these uncertain times. 
                                                                                   
“Think positively and exercise daily, eat healthy, work hard, stay strong, build faith, worry less, read more, and 
be happy.”

“#Tulongeni Pamwe - #Our Port, Our Future”

Happy reading! 
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Earlier this month the Namibian Ports Authority joined 

various other companies who had pledged their 

financial assistance against the COVID-19 pandemic, 

declared as a global health crisis by the World Health 

Organization earlier this month. 

Speaking at the handover function, Acting CEO, Mr 

Kavin Harry said that “Namport commends Government 

on the great and pro-active actions taken over the last 

few weeks towards combating the spreading of the 

COVID-19”. 

Due to the crises that has negatively affected everyone, 

particularly those who are less privileged, the Ports 

Authority took heed of the call from government to 

assist where possible.

Namport, through its Social Investment Fund, donated 

twenty (20) mobile toilets valued at N$124,000.00 for use 

by the residents of the Twaloloka Informal Settlement 

here in Kuisebmond for the duration of the lockdown  

period. 

The Ports Authority further sponsored medical 

equipment and supplies to the value of N$ 105,000.00 

to the COVID-19 Isolation Facility at the Walvis Bay State 

Hospital. 

The sponsorship included machines, protective gear 

and cleaning materials. 

“We will continue to monitor the requirements 

throughout the progression of the pandemic and 

within our means, do our best to continue to contribute 

towards the national efforts to combat the COVID-19 

virus. 

Sanitation has become a critical issue in the fight against 

this deadly virus. I therefore encourage the community 

of Twaloloka to uphold the highest standard of hygiene 

to prevent further spread of any communicable 

diseases”, the ACEO further added. 

Namport also provided hand sanitizers and high risk 

gloves, plus 240 branded water bottles valued at 

N$16,550.00 to the Namibian Police operating in the 

Erongo region. 

In the same disposition, Namport donated N$ 50,000 

towards the Walvis Bay Corridor Group Wellness team 

to purchase gloves and thermal guns which will be 

used at border posts against the fight of the COVID-19 

pandemic.

QST: Can you kindly share with our readers the impact of 
the Coronavirus on the Port Industry? 

EM: Maritime Transport is responsible for carrying around 
90% of world trade. Shipping is the lifeline of the global 
economy. Without shipping, intercontinental trade, the 
bulk transport of raw materials, and the import/export of 
affordable food and manufactured goods would simply not 
be possible. 

To keep this commodities flowing, a port of loading and a 
port of discharge is a prerequisite. It is at this interval where 
maritime ports play a key role of transferring cargo from one 
mode of transport to a different mode of transport with the 
aim of delivering the goods at the final destination.   

The COVID-19 pandemic abruptly and at unimaginable speed 
disrupted the maritime trade that is responsible to keep the 
global economy alive and this by contrast also impacted the 
port sector. Trucking, rail, ports and terminals, warehouses, 
bars, restaurants and more have all been severely unsettled. 

Ports around the world have implemented measures to curb 
the spread of the virus. Ports reported a slight reduction in 
arrivals due to blank sailings; one port reported additional 
calls for container vessels loading empty containers, while 
some indicated the presence of cancellations due to port 
congestion in other ports.

As expected, the cruise/passenger market has been most 
affected by COVID-19 contagion with most ports barring 
Cruise Liners from calling therefore negatively affecting the 
sustainability of this affluent industry. 

QST: What plans have we as a port put in place or are busy 
putting in place to ensure that we remain afloat in these 
trying times? 

EM: In response to the declaration of a State of Emergency 
by the President of the Republic of Namibia and consistent 
with the urgent need to curtail the spread of the Covid-19 
virus, the following work arrangements that came into effect 
on the 27th of March 2020, were implemented.

a) Entrance to Namport buildings will be limited to ten (10) 
people and clients are required to maintain at least one (1) 
meter distance while queuing for service. Hand sanitizers 
are provided at our entrances and will be administered by 
security personnel at each entrance. 

b) Namport customer care desk and revenue division will 
operate as normal from 08h00 to 17h00 with reduced staff 
numbers. 

c) Marine, Port Security and Port Control will continue to 
operate with full staff compliment and normal shift patterns 
will be maintained.

d) The Syncrolift and Terminal Planning Divisions have 
shut down operations at 16h30 on the 27th of March 2020. 
Syncrolift employees will remain at home and on standby for 
potential emergencies. 

e) Our normal three (3) shifts four (4) panel operations will 
remain in force at the container terminal and equipment and 
human resources deployment will be reduced accordingly. 

f ) Current berthing window arrangements will temporarily 
cease and all vessels will be handled on a first come first 
serve basis. Namport may at its sole discretion deviate from 
this arrangement to give preference to vessels carrying 
emergency supplies.

g) Break Bulk Operations will be limited to two vessels at 
any given time and human- and equipment resources will be 
reduced accordingly.

h) Import and export deliveries will be accommodated 
during normal working hours but special consideration will 
be given to emergency supplies during this period. 

i) Port activities in Lüderitz will be limited to two (2) 
working vessels at any given time and equipment - and 
human resources will be reduced accordingly.

QST: What lessons can we draw from the pandemic? 

EM: Covid-19 has made us to realize the limits of our ability 
to learn quickly in an extremely fast moving environment. 
None of us know how the world will look like after this 
pandemic but we can be assured that to keep up afterwards, 
technology both digital and automated will be our saving 
grace. We must invest in technology.

Namport contributes to the fight against the 
COVID-19 Pandemic in Namibia

How has the pandemic affected the Port Industry?
Interview with Mr Elias Mwenyo, Manager: Business Development
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One-on-one session with the HR Executive 
Effects of COVID-19 on the workforce

The QST team caught up with HR Executive Dr 
Felix Musukubili to gauge his thoughts on how 

the Namport responded to the COVID- 19 pandemic in 
terms of employee relations. 

QST: Does Namport have a response plan to the 
COVID-19?

FM: Following the announcement of the State of 
Emergency by the President, the Namibian Ports 
Authority (Namport) management immediately 
established a high-level response team, called the 
Emergency and Disaster Management Committee 
(EDMC).  

The EMDC developed a detailed Covid-19 workplace 
response plan called ‘Namport Covid-19 Response Plan’ 
(NCRP). 

The NCRP provides a structured approach to mitigate 
the impact of Covid-19 at Namport. The plan has various 
threat levels ranging from level 0 to level 4 as a worst-
case interventions with sufficient details of action steps 
per each level. 

Some of the key actions taken in line with the NCRP 
comprise of the following: raising daily awareness 
through all available modes of communication, such 
as emails, sms, walk abouts, messages on notice 
boards and TV screens; enforcing basic hygiene, social 
distancing and the use of PPE’s. 

QST: Part of the lockdown directive was that “non-
essential” services or employees work from home, can 
you please enlighten us on these work arrangements 
during the lockdown? 

FM: Pursuant to the lockdown and the directive to work 
from home and to allow essential services to continue 

working on site, Namport was declared an essential 
services provider and was subsequently issued with a 
certificate to that effect by the Ministry of Trade and 
Industry. 

Consequently, the Executive Committee (EXCO) resolved 
to scale down the operation and only allow critical 
operation to continue on reduced staff complement. 
Depending on actual shipping traffic expected, a 
reduced amount of employees is required during each 
shift whilst some divisions closed down their operations 
completely. 

Support staff, mostly administrative personnel, are 
required to work from home during the lockdown 
period in order to continue providing the necessary 
support remotely to ensure unhindered operations. 

Subject to the nature of work performed by an individual 
employee, laptops, 4G devices, and other digital 
resources were issued to most employees. In respect to 
the essential service employees, most of the operations 
were scaled down with close to fifty (50%) percent of 
the workforce on rotational shift patterns basis. 

The aim was to ensure the avoidance of bigger groups 
at the workplace so that most employees stay at home. 
These essential services working employees were 
issued with permit letters authorising them to travel to 
and from Namport during the lock-down period.

Continuous awareness and psychosocial support 
prevention on the impact of Covid-19 is provided to the 
working employees by the wellness and SHEQ team. The 
same team, together with security, enforce compliance 
to Covid-19 published regulations within the port. This 
is done by ensuring that employees wear their provided 
PPE’s such as masks, hand gloves and continue to wash 
and sanitize their hands at all times. 

Daily walk-abouts are undertaken by the wellness 
teams supported by other divisional line management. 
During these walk-abouts, challenges are discussed and 
solutions provided immediately or as soon as possible. 

The persistent concern has been the availability of PPE’s 
and regular distribution thereof.  Thus far, there has been 
sufficient supply by the procurement team. In addition 
to the PPE requirement, we introduced a detection 
measure with the use of thermometer testers at every 
port entrance. 

In respect to our employees working from home, not 
much complaints have been received upon regular 
emails and WhatsApp follow-ups. Most of them, if not 
all, are complying with the lock-down directives and are 
staying at home. 

At the time of writing, we had not received any work 
related complaint or any signs or symptom of Covid-19 
from any of our employees. This could be attributed to 
the fact that no Covid-19 case have been reported yet 
in Walvis Bay.

On the other hand, I should admit that Covid-19 found 
us unprepared in many respects. Particularly in terms of 
our readiness to adapt our normal working conditions 
and change to working from home or remote work 
practice. 

This is due to the nature of our operations that requires 
most of our employees to be onsite. As such, from an HR 
perspective, we had to suspend all training, recruitment, 
disciplinary and grievances proceedings and to rather 
focus on awareness raising and wellness support to our 
employees during this crisis time.

QST: What are the lessons, if any, that you as a 
department have learnt from this pandemic? 

FM: The adapted working arrangements have however, 
presented my office with an opportunity to rethink our 
HR practices to embrace the need to realign our work 
practices to meet with future demand of similar future 
crises and to be responsive to the artificial intelligence 
being brought about by the fourth (4th industrial 
revolution ).  

Relevant HR policies such as Conditions of Work Policy 
and Practices are now under consideration for possible 
amendments to enable Namport to seamlessly 
transition to remote work should unpredictable crises 
confront us again.  

QST: Any concluding remarks? 

FM: I would like to encourage our employees to 
continue washing their hands regularly with soap and 
water or alcohol-based hand rubs or sanitizers. To cover 
their nose and mouth with disposable tissues or flexed 
elbow when they cough or sneeze and avoid close 
contact of one (1) meter with people who are unwell. 

Further, for those working from home, they must 
continue to comply with regulations to stay at home 
and self-isolate from others in the household if they feel 
unwell. 

They too should avoid touching their eyes, nose, or 
mouth if their hands are not clean. We all hope that 
soon a cure will be found for Covid-19 to combat it from 
threatening and devastating the lives of humankind 
and that one-day, with God’s grace, we will all return to 
our normal lives. 
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Against the escalating global and national impact of 
the COVID-19 Pandemic on the Namibian nation, the 

President of the Republic of Namibia declared a State of 
Emergency on 17 March 2020. The State of Emergency 
consisted of urgent and aggressive measures aimed 
at containing the spread of the COVID-19 virus in our 
community. 

Subsequent to the declaration of the State of Emergency, 
the President announced further measures for the sole 
purpose of protecting the health, safety and security of 
the Namibian people. 

Amongst those measures were the lockdown of the 
Khomas and Erongo Regions and requiring all Government 
and State Owned Enterprise employees as well as Private 
Companies to work from home for a period of fourteen 
days, with the exception of those providing critical and 
essential services. 

To give impetus to the declaration of the State of 
Emergency, the following changes were implemented to 
ensure compliance to the decree: 

• The Procurement Policy Unit ( PPU),  through the 
Ministry of Finance, issued a directive to all public 
entities with regards to public procurement on 27 
March 2020, and in line with Section 73 (1) of the 
Public Procurement Act 15 of 2015, all procurement 
of goods, works  and services were put on hold except 
for the procurement of essential goods, works and 
services aimed at curbing the COVID- 19 pandemic;

• Namport’s procurement staff were put on a rotational 
basis to ensure enough manpower to assist with 
all departments’ requests (which were minimized 
to critical and essential procurements to ensure 
continuous operation);

• The completion of all bids already advertised were 
suspended until the lockdown period has been lifted, 
except for those regarded as critical and essential to 
ensure operations continue; 

• Emergency request required approval by Line 
Management and/or Line Executives 

The items regarded as critical to fight COVID-19 were 
identified by the World Health Organization (WHO) and 
included face masks (respiratory and surgical), latex 
gloves, disinfectant, sanitizers, etc. 

In response to the unprecedented demand and severe 
disruption to the global supply, these items became rare 
commodities and prices spiked to unnatural heights. 
Locally we encountered a few Namibian companies who 
assisted by sourcing overall for the required items and 
some companies used this pandemic as a get rich quick 
exercise.  

We at Namport were caught a bit off balance with the 
quantities required and had to source at a bit higher 
than normal price for some of the required items, but we 
would like to extend our appreciation for every single 
employee who assisted with recommendations, emails 
and proposals. 

Lessons learned from this period - Planning, planning 
and planning. Furthermore, although Namport as an 
entity already has policies in place that make provision 
for emergencies and unforeseen circumstances, there is 
a need to simplify and streamline the policies for ease of 
understanding by all and for effective implementation.  

Lastly, prudent spending and cost saving initiatives is a 
constant factor when procuring services and planning by 
all user departments will enable the Procurement team to 
competitively source and procure whatever their needs 

are at that given time. 

The impact of the COVID 19 Pandemic on Procurement at Namport
Article contributed by Ms Melanie de Klerk, Procurement Manager

In each edition going forth, we will shine the spotlight on 
either a significant event/ achievement or on a person who 

has achieved notable milestones in the history of Namport. 

The pioneer for this segment is none other than the 
reintegration of the Port of Walvis Bay into Namibia in 1994, 
four years after the country’s independence. Being the only 
natural deep-sea port along Namibia’s entire coastline, Walvis 
Bay and the surrounding enclave was always economically and 
strategically significant.

 After Namibia’s independence, South African authorities set up 
a ‘border post’ just a few meters away from the southern end of 
the bridge over the Swakop River outside Swakopmund. 

Virtually immediately after Namibia’s independence, South 
African authorities set up a ‘border post’ just a few meters away 
from the southern end of the bridge over the Swakop River 
outside Swakopmund. People had to show their (mostly South 
African) passports to the “border officials” who operated from 
an army tent. 

The inhabitants of Swakopmund and Walvis Bay were not too 
happy about this. Another such post was set up near Rooikop, 
east of Walvis Bay. 

Progress was made in the next few months and on 20 September 
1991 the governments of Namibia and South Africa decided 
on a Joint Administrative Authority (JAA) for the harbour town. 
This was confirmed on 26 March 1992 and the JAA agreement 
was signed in November 1992. Heading the JAA would be a 
Chief Executive Officer from Namibia and South Africa each, 
assisted by a team of experts. 

The Namibian CEO was Nangolo Mbumba, now Vice-President 
of Namibia. The South African diplomat Carl von Hirschberg 
was Mbumba’s counterpart. 
Among the first agreements they reached was to abolish the 
“border posts” on 3 December 1992, much to the relief of the 
coastal population.
 
With regards to the day-to-day port operations it was ‘business 
as usual’, though some staff and several Walvis Bay inhabitants 
felt more and more uncertain about their future.

Although this talks were ongoing between the two 
governments the public transport entity TransNamib in 
Namibia appeared to have different plans than the politicians. 
TransNamib started its own talks with South Africa’s port 

authority Portnet in order to obtain control of the Walvis Bay 
port and jointly run it with Portnet! The Namibian CEO of the 
JAA, Nangolo Mbumba got wind of this separate development. 

Mbumba sent a letter to the permanent secretary of the 
Ministry of Works, Transport and Communication (MWTC), Dr 
Peingondjabi Shipoh on 13 August 1993 demanding clarity on 
the TransNamib talks with Portnet.  

This did not go down well as the ANC had always maintained 
Walvis Bay belonged to Namibia. The smaller Pan Africanist 
Congress (PAC) party held the same view. Three days of intensive 
lobbying started, involving Namibia’s new MWTC Minister, 
Marco Hausiku and his permanent secretary, Dr Shipoh.  

On 16 August 1993 the resolution on Walvis Bay was 
unanimously adopted. It stipulated that the governments 
of Namibia and South Africa should meet to resolve any 
outstanding issues on Walvis Bay and set a date for the transfer 
of the enclave to Namibia. Foreign Ministers Theo Ben Gurirab 
and Pik Botha finally set a date on 8 September 1993 during a 
meeting in Pretoria. 

Walvis Bay was to be re-integrated on 28 February 1994. Only 
six months were left to map out the details and organize 
the handover ceremony. Namibia’s Cabinet decided on 28 
September 1993 during a special Cabinet meeting to establish 
a new entity, the Namibian Ports Authority (NamPort). 
TransNamib had to shelf its dream of managing the port. The 
fifth and last round of negotiations on Walvis Bay, its port and 
the offshore islands took place on 21 January 1994 in Pretoria, 
just 38 days before the handover. 

On 9 February Minister Haufiku informed Pretoria that his 
government was willing to pay the South African entities 
N$15 million for the assets that South Africa had invested in 
Walvis Bay. On 21 February the Namibian parliament adopted 
the Walvis Bay and Offshore Islands Act and two days later the 
Namibian Ports Authority Act. 

The event for the reintegration of Walvis Bay on the evening 
of 28 February 1994 was hailed by Namibian President 
Sam Nujoma as “a joyous occasion as Namibia is now fully 
independent country and we can rejoice because the wrongs 
of history were corrected.”

The reintegration was a “glowing example of what can be 
achieved peacefully and in reconciliation between the 
erstwhile antagonistic forces,” Nujoma added. 

Spotlight on the birth of the Namibian Ports Authority 
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A big Hip Hip Hooray to all our colleagues who celebrated their birthdays in the month of 
MARCH

Happy birthday dear colleagues. Trust you had a great day!!!

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

1

WALVIS BAY,  PENGUIN ISLANDS AND 
PORT OF WALVIS BAY 
REINTEGRATION INTO NAMIBIA

SALOMO AMUTENYA: LÜDERITZ- CARGO

2

GLADWINE VAN WYK 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER  TERMINAL

PHILLIPUS SHIPIKI
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

HOSEA NANGOLO
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

PAULUS KALWENYA
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

3

ALBERTINA LINUS
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

JOHANNES HAINDONGO
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

OLAVI MWADINA
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

IMELDA MBANGU: WALVIS BAY- OFFICE OF THE CEO

4

LUKAS TOBIAS
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

5

ELIAZER KAKONDA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

TUNENYANYU HAMUNYELA
WALVIS BAY- HUMAN RESOURCES

6

STEPHEN MPUNGA
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

SIMON NDEMUGWEDHA
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS SYNCHROLIFT

OSKAR SHIKONGO: LÜDERITZ- TECHNICAL

JOSEPH DIKORO: WALVIS BAY- SECURITY &EMERGENCY

7

8

ANTHONIE DE KOE 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

MARKUS KANGUMBE 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

9

FILEMON AMUTENYA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

THUSNELDE HIPONDOKA 
WALVIS BAY- HUMAN RESOURCES, 9

10 11

WERNER NGHIDIPO 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS SYNCHROLIFT

12

NDAHAMBELELA HAIKALI
WALVIS BAY- OFFICE OF THE CEO

BOLLEN MUCHILA
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

JACKSON MBUALALA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

JOSEPH KRISTOF 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

PETRUS SHANINGWA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

ELIAS MUKONGO: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

PETRUS VAN WYK: LÜDERITZ- MARINE

13 14

SANDRA MBANGO 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

PETRUS KANYANGA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

RAYMOND BEUKES
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

15

MAXVILLE DEERLING: LÜDERITZ- CARGO

LORRAINE YOUNG: LÜDERITZ- MARINE

16 17

RANDY SHAILEMO: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

RANDALL VISAGIE: LÜDERITZ- MARINE

18

NDAPANDULA SHEEFENI 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

PAULUS EFRAIM: WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS TECHNICAL

19

FRANS JUNIAS 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

NAOMI ANDREWS: LÜDERITZ- MARINE

20 21

INDEPENDENCE DAY

22

MARK EIMAN: WALVIS BAY- ENGINEERING

SAKEUS SHAANIKA: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

23

ENOS-ELIASER KUNASHA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS TECHNICAL

PATRICK PALENTE: LÜDERITZ- CARGO

SINYEHA SIKUNGA 
WALVIS BAY- SECURITY&EMERGENCY

POMWENE NEKUNDI 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

ROSALIA TSAMARES: LÜDERITZ- MARINE

24

BENISIU NGHIIKOVALI 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

25

EDMUND VAN WYK: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

RICHARD IBWIMA: WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS

26

PETRUS ANDREAS 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS TECHNICAL

ABRAHAM SHIGWEDHA: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

27

SHADRICK KAMWI: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

THEOFELUS BOOIS: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

28

SAMUEL BARNABAS 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

FESTUS KAFIDI 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

29

ERASTUS HAIPINGE 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

30

MENAS MUPOPYA 
WALVIS BAY- OPS CONTAINER TERMINAL

31

JOSEF NAKALE
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

JONAS HANGO WALVIS BAY- MARINE
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A big Hip Hip Hooray to all our colleagues who celebrated their birthdays in the month of 
APRIL

Happy birthday dear colleagues. Trust you had a great day!!!

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

1

PETRUS KONDJA PAULUS 
WALVIS BAY - MARINE

CAMERON, THERON 
WALVIS BAY - OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

2

SIMON NENGHETE
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

MALAKIA MALAKIA
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

IMMANUEL HAMUFUNGU
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS TECHNICAL

3

TOMAS NUULE 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

4

SORAJA DE KLERK 
WALVIS BAY- FINANCE

MARIA KALAMBI 
WALVIS BAY- FINANCE

STEFANUS AMOOMO 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

AMOS DIHAKO 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

5

MATHEUS ANNANIAS
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

PRECILLA DAMASES 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

MOSES NDINONYA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

6

EMMERICH HERMANN: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

TEOFILUS NANGOLO
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS SYNCHROLIFT

ELIAKIM MOSES: WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS TECHNICAL

VALDE DILA: WALVIS BAY- SECURITY&EMERGENCY

STEFANUS GARISEB: WALVIS BAY- SHEQ

7

EBED KISTING: LÜDERITZ- TECHNICAL

8

JACOBUS BOCK: WALVIS BAY- SECURITY&EMERGENCY

9

JOSEF AMUNIME: LÜDERITZ- MARINE

JOSEPH JUSTINU: WALVIS BAY- FINANCE

PATEMA SHAKELA: WALVIS BAY- HUMAN RESOURCES

CLIFFORD MOUTON: WALVIS BAY- OFFICE OF THE CEO

10

MATHEUS FESTUS: WALVIS BAY- COMMERCIAL

AUGUSTINUS MBATHERA: WALVIS BAY- FINANCE

JOHANNA SHEEHAMA: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

NAMUTENJA EFRAIM
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER.TERMINAL

SHATIMWENE SHIMHANDA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

DAVID SINGONHI 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS TECHNICAL

11

PETRUS HEINGO 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

LESLIE MUATUNGA
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

GABRIEL NYUNDU
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

JESAYA IMMANUEL 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

12

MIKE, LOSPER: LÜDERITZ- CARGO

MATEUS SHANGHUMA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

JOEL SAKARIA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

FRANS VAN STADEN 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

LISENDA GEINUS: WALVIS BAY- SECURITY&EMERGENCY

13

OIVA NDIVAYELE: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

SALTIEL HAMUKWAYA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

APPOLOS LUKAS 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

14

HELENA NEWAKA: WALVIS BAY- COMMERCIAL

IMMANUEL AMWAALWA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

MICHAEL NENGOLA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

15

FRIEDA HAINDONGO: WALVIS BAY- COMMERCIAL

JOSEF NGHIDINWA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

16

HILYA NAKALE 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS TECHNICAL

17

HASTINGS MUTAME: LÜDERITZ- TECHNICAL

SAKEUS NUUKUSHU 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

SION SAKARIA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

18

GABRIEL MAKARIUS 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

MICHAEL MOKALENG 
WALVIS BAY- SECURITY&EMERGENCY

19

ERASTUS KATUKULA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

20

HILENI AMAKALI: WALVIS BAY- FINANCE

21

PETRUS NELUMBU 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

22

ENSELIN BEUKES: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

JUSTINA NDEMUULA: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

MALAKIAS NAMBOGA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

ISAK BOOIS: WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS TECHNICAL

23

SHAHIED HUMPHRIES: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

JUSTIN MOLLER: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

24

SEM HAINDONGO: LÜDERITZ- MARINE

GERHARD KRUGER 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

ERASTUS NAILENGE
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS BULK&BREAK BULK

TOMAS HAMUTENYA 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

TANGENI PINEHAS 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

25

26

JEREMIA KANGWE 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

BEVERLY NANUSES 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

27

FRANS COETZEE: LÜDERITZ- CARGO

FILIPPUS SHUUMBILI 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

28

FRIEDA AMUTHENU: WALVIS BAY- COMMERCIAL

FILLEPUS NAMBULI: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

SALOM NAMWEDA: WALVIS BAY- MARINE

29 30

FILLEMON NEGUNGU 
WALVIS BAY- OPERATIONS CONTAINER TERMINAL

LINEKELA HILUNDWA 
WALVIS BAY- SECURITY&EMERGENCY
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The rapid spread of coronavirus has had a major 

impact on shipping markets, with the slump in 

demand for goods from China having a ripple effect on 

everything from container vessels to oil tankers.  

Here at home we have seen reduced workforce 

deployment, remote work structures, increased 

procurement of unbudgeted Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE), passenger vessel restrictions (and 

other port limitations),  a limit on public gatherings in 

port precincts has been set at no more than 10 people.  

Moreover, detailed measures around health declarations 

by Masters and free pratique, PPE for pilots, waste 

removal from ships, transfer of stores and spares, crew 

changes and other similar matters causing changes in 

day-to-day port operations.

The questions on everyone’s mind are as follow:

 - How and to what extent is the Southern Africa   

 region affected?

 - How is the corridor movements affected?

 - How has the pandemic affected our operations?

 - How can a company such as Namport rise up   

 from all these?

Well, let us tackle them one by one….

How and to what extent is the Southern Africa region 

affected?

Millions of people in Southern Africa are under lockdown, 

meaning they have been ordered to stay home as the 

region enters critical weeks in coming up with sweeping 

measures aimed at responding to the coronavirus 

(Covid-19) pandemic. South Africa, Namibia, Botswana, 

Zimbabwe, Zambia, Angola, Lesotho, Eswatini and the 

Democratic Republic of Congo are all on the lockdown 

due to Covid-19.

These countries have formed a private sector working 

group to create a framework that will ensure the 

smooth flow of essential goods and services, during 

the COVID-19 lockdown of most Southern African 

Development Community (SADC) countries. 

Among other key issues are import substitution, mutual 

market access, supplier payment systems, banking and 

financial services, transport and logistics, smoothening 

of regulatory matters, border clearance and transit 

insurance, and the creation of the sub-countries 

working group on trade and economic facilitation 

during Covid-19 and beyond.

The pressing issues are currently on matters of the 

virus and the severe poverty lines.  How are we going 

to respond to these poverty lines under the current 

lockdown? 

Namport and the “invisible” threat: COVID-19
By Hofeni Leonard, Management Accountant

How is the corridor movements affected?

Border closures and export bans are creating 

disruption with ports and transportation corridors 

subsequently disrupting cargo volumes due to 

the Covid-19 outbreak. Kalahari Transport Corridor 

observed that traffic was slower than normal, which was 

expected, given Covid-19 screening measures to which 

truck drivers, and transport operators are exposed. 

The cross-border movement remain to be steady, with 

the Trans-Kalahari still being active.

The Trans-Oranje corridors continues to bring through 

manganese ore through the Port of Lüderitz, with 29,961 

tonnes handled in March 2020. Two more shipment are 

expected in April 2020. 

There may be delays in the flow of goods and services 

at roadblocks because some immigration and police 

officers did not know which goods are perceived 

essential.

How has the pandemic affected our operations?

In overall, in terms of cargo handling operations, it is 

worth noting that the imports and exports volumes 

have steadily taken a down slope. Surely a bad pace to 

kick-start the 2020/2021 financial year. 

Moreover, our office will monitor the overall Authority’s 

performance and these analytics will be communicated 

on a regular basis through the normal communication 

channels within Namport. 

How can a company such as Namport rise up from all 

these?

Unfortunately, the Authority is on the receiving end. By 

this, we mean that a stringent Business Continuity Plan 

cannot solely solve a pandemic such as Covid-19. 

However, building on the already fast tracked measures 

on areas such as Information Technology (IT) architecture, 

responsive and proactive working atmosphere.  Lastly, 

the organization should focus on its existing customers 

and retain them as much as possible. 

The use of Pareto principle advantage remain immensely 

important and relevant.

“20% of actions Namport need to take that will drive 

80% of results”
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Female colleagues from the Port of Lüderitz 
handed over sanitary towels to the Lüderitz 

Junior Secondary School as part of celebrating 
International Women’s Month earlier in March. 

The towels which were purchased by the ladies 
themselves using their own funds was a donation 
to the needy in the community. The initiative stems 
from the ladies making a conscience decision 
to rather give back during their celebrations as 
opposed to always being on the receiving end.  

Accepting the donation, the school’s principal, Mr 
Bessly Makaula thanked the ladies for their heart-
warming gesture and further said that the lack of 
sanitary pads often result in girls missing an average 
of 5 school days monthly. 

“Your donation might seem small to you, but to us, 
it is keeping girls a little longer in school and that 
is priceless for all of us in the education fraternity, 
from the bottom of our hearts, thank you so much 
Namport ladies.”

The sanitary towels will be kept at the office of 
the School Councilor Ms. Crystal Jantjies who will 
ensure that the towels are used appropriately. 

A similar project is under way at the Walvis Bay 
office and once the dust of the COVID-19 settles 
down, a handover to the identified recipients will 
take place. 

As part of the Wellness Division’s planned programmes 
for this year, the division organized an information 

session to raise awareness on the dangers of the abuse 
of alcohol and drugs. 

The session was conducted by Mr Tony  Jarman, Project 
Coordinator from the Circle of Friends group in Lüderitz. 
Colleagues from the Port of Lüderitz who attended the 
session indicated that the talk was very informative and 
as a result, 15 staff members committed themselves 
by volunteering to become members of the support 
group once they undergo training. 

The support group will receive relevant training from the 
Circle of Friends group in the near future. The training 
will equip the staff members with skills on how to assist 
fellow colleagues facing drug and alcohol problems as 
well as on how to deal with gender based violence. 

These new skills gained will not only be beneficial to 
Namport but will be extended to those who would 
require such services within the Lüderitz community. 

The participants were also exposed to a new drug on 
the market called the TIK (methamphetamine) that is 
now available in Namibia. They gained understanding 
and knowledge on what this drug looks like, how it is 
used and what harmful effects it has on users.

Namport through its Wellness Division has in the past 
arranged similar talks which were hosted by DrinkIQ 
Namibia, a company that spreads the message of 
responsible alcohol consumption within the society.  

Namport through NSIF, further continues to be a 
responsible citizen within the community by forming 
alliances with groups such as the Coastal Drug’s 
Awareness Campaign (CODAC). CODAC which is 
spearheaded by offenders and officers at Walvis Bay 
Correctional Facilities was established with the aim to 
encourage community members at all levels to help 
the youth reject illegal drugs and underage alcohol and 
tobacco use. 

Namport has over the past two years financially 
supported the efforts of the group. Team members of 
CODAC normally go around to schools sharing their 
experiences and warning the listeners of the negative 
consequences that may result from the abuse of alcohol 
and drugs.

Wellness office 
facilitates a drug 
awareness day at the 
Port of Lüderitz Ladies at the Port of Lüderitz 

lends a helping hand to local school 

Mr Tommy Jarman from Circle of Friends

Ms Tiffany Martins handing over donation to Mr Makaula, Principal:  Lüderitz Secondary School
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Tips for Parents

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Namibian 
government through the Ministry of Education, Arts 

and Culture  announced that learners would be required 
to remain at home and start a new phenomenon to 
most of us called home schooling, until such a time that 
government announces otherwise.

The aim of this intervention is not only to protect our 
children, but also to curb the spread of the COVID-19 
virus. 

Government further promised to continue looking at the 
most workable solutions that can cater for the different 
categories of the population. In the interim, here are a few 
tips that you might find useful at home.

You will need time to establish a new routine, so please 
give yourself that.  The first few weeks will be hard, but 
please persevere, as it will get easier.  Also, give yourself 
the kindness and compassion that you would show to 
others when they are finding things hard. 

Setting up a schedule for home schooling during 
Covid-19 school closure

Let’s start with a normal school day. Remember all schools 
have a routine and this routine is in place because it 
works; typical routine at school is they do learning in the 
morning, followed by break, more learning, and lunch.  
After lunch, typically less intensive work is completed.  

Usually, phonics, literacy and mathematics are completed 
in the morning.  Then, sciences, PE, geography, forest 
school, etc. are completed in the afternoon.  

This varies from school to school but essentially most 
teachers aim to get the learning done in the morning!  

Ideas for getting organized when you’re 
homeschooling during coronavirus.

Set up a homeschooling work space during Covid-19
Ideally you should set up a designated space to 
complete your child’s learning. Some ideas for setting 
up a work space:

• Make it a completely separate desk / space where 
work is done.

• If you don’t have the luxury of having the space, 
use a table cloth or a sign to indicate that it’s school 
time.  Find something that will clearly show that the 
table is now being used for work.  If you don’t have 
a table cloth a bed sheet is a great substitute!

• Aim for it to be distraction free.

It is helpful to indicate that is ‘school time’.

School is incredibly bound by routine. There are bells, 
uniforms, clear timings and even specific books. It may 
be helpful to bring some of this structure into the house. 

Ways that you can do this include:

• Setting specific times for break / lunch
• Following the same structure each day
• Having a school bell which you ring to start learning, 

break, learning, and lunch.  You could find a specific 
ring tone on your phone.  And for those who easily 
lose track of time setting alarms might be very 
useful. 

• As a family you might also want to create home 
school rules. Most teachers create ‘classroom 
rules’ at the start of each year as a way to set their 
expectations for the class.

How to indicate you’re now the ‘teacher’ not the 
‘parent’

As mentioned at the beginning switching between 
roles is really hard. This is normal! Just think about how 
hard it can sometimes be to get homework done. A few 
ideas I can think of include:

• Set clear boundaries for ‘school time’ at home
• Come up with a ‘teacher name’ for your children to 

call you during school time
• Wear something that indicates you are now in 

‘teacher’ mode not ‘parent’ mode. For simplicity, 
choose something that you can easily take on and 
off. It could be a hat, lanyard, name badge or tie. 
Find something that is obvious but easy to put on 
each day.

We trust that the above is useful. 

Often the morning schedule is the same each day, and 
the afternoon schedule changes. Try and implement 
same at home as much as possible. 

For example this is how your typical day would look like; 

• Breakfast
• Read a book
• Learning time – writing
• Snack
• Play time
• Learning time – mathematics 
• Lunch
• Outside play / PE
• Home school is finished

How much learning should we be doing?

The amount of learning time will depend on the age of 
your child. .  Homeschooling during Coronavirus is going 
to be different to learning at school.  

However, here is a general rule of thumb of learning 
expectations for each age group.

The early years

Early Years (under 4 years) classes usually have a free flow 
play structure set up. There are different activity stations 
which the children can move between.  

There is usually a set time for break and lunch.  Often 
there is story time and circle time as well.  

Typically there are a few learning activities set up within 
stations (e.g. matching numbers, identifying letter 
sounds).  There is also usually a story time during the day.
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Keeping fit while under lockdown with Coach Sparrow

Book Review: Living and leading through uncertainty - 
developing leaders’ capability for uncertainty
Author: Kathy Bennett
By Mr Jacob Orange - Manager OD & Training

I am quickly going to share with you simple and easy 
way on keeping up with your new year’s resolution to 

the next level.

Experts say it takes about 21 days for a new activity to 
become a habit and six months for it to become part 
of your personality. It won’t happen overnight, so be 
persistent and patient!

OK, so during January, February and March you were in 
the gym morning and afternoon, eating and snacking 
into healthy meals, steering clear of sugar and banishing 
the booze altogether. But are you really going to keep 
that all up forever?

Now that you’ve kicked-off with your healthier lifestyle, 
it’s time to figure out how to fit it into your everyday 
regime so your workout or healthy lunch seems second 
nature. By now you should have figured out what you 
can and can’t work with in the long term.

5 tips to consider 

1. Be realistic - The surest way to fall short of your goal 
is to make your goal unattainable. For instance, 
resolving to NEVER eat your favourite food again is 
setting you up for failure.  Instead, strive for a goal 
that is attainable, such as avoiding it more often than 
you do now.

2. Outline your plans - Decide how you will deal with 
the temptation to skip that morning and afternoon 
workout session or have that piece of cake. This 
could include calling on a friend for help, practicing 
positive thinking and self-talk, or reminding yourself 
how your “bad behavior” will affect your goal.

3. Reward yourself - This doesn’t mean that you can 
eat an entire box of chocolates if your resolution is 
to eat healthier.  Instead, celebrate your success by 
treating yourself to something you enjoy that doesn’t 
contradict your resolution. If you have been sticking 
to your promise to eat better, for example, reward 
yourself with new fitness clothing or by going to a 
movie with a friend.

4. Track your progress - Keep track of each small success. 
Short-term goals are easier to keep, and each small 
accomplishment will help keep you motivated. 
Instead of focusing on losing 10 kg, focus on losing 
the first two. Keep a food journal to help you stay on 
track, and reward yourself for each two kilos lost.

5. Keep trying - If you have totally run out of steam 
when it comes to keeping your resolution on going, 
don’t despair. Start over again! Recommit yourself for 
24 hours. You can do anything for 24 hours. The 24-
hour increments will soon build on each other and, 
before you know it, you will be back on track. 

GOOD LUCK TEAM!!!

Although the Namport Gym is currently closed, Coach 
Sparrow will continue sending home based workout 
routines on the Namport Gym WhatsApp. 

If you would like to be added to the group please feel 
free to contact our Wellness Coordinator Ms Marjorie 
Elago at m.elago@namport.com.na or (number)

Boot camp sessions will resume as soon as the 
lockdown period is over. 

Living and Leading Through Uncertainty is intended for 
those who have an interest in:

 
1. understanding more about leaders’ lived experience 

of uncertainty;

2. what a capability for uncertainty is and the key 
components which constitute it; and 

3. guidelines for developing leaders’ capability for 
uncertainty. 

Likely target audiences for this book are leaders, sponsors 
of leadership development and leadership coaching in 
organizations, and executive or leadership coaches. 

This book has three parts to it. 

•  Part A: The first chapter clarifies the meaning of 
experienced uncertainty as a precursor to exploring 
leaders’ lived experience of uncertainty, that is, 
their personal uncertainty and challenges in their 
leadership role during organizational uncertainty. 
In the second chapter, the notion of a capability for 
uncertainty is explained, based on an understanding 
of what capability for uncertainty leaders develop 
through their lived experience of uncertainty. 

•  Part B incorporates five chapters, with each one 
addressing a key component of a capability of 
uncertainty. These components are: (1) an acceptance 
of uncertainty, (2) effective sense-making, (3) 
learning agility, (4) a sense of positive identity, and (5) 
relevant leadership practices during organizational 
uncertainty. In each chapter I give a brief theoretical 
overview of the component. 

This is followed with guidelines for leaders who 
wish to develop that component, so they can 
become better able to enhance their own overall 
capability for uncertainty. While these chapters have 
a self-development focus for leaders, the guidelines 
contained therein are potentially useful for sponsors 
of leadership development and leadership coaching 
in organizations - as well as for executive or leadership 
coaches interested in developing leaders’ capability 
for uncertainty. 

•  Part C addresses the implications for leadership 
development in organizations towards developing 
leaders’ capability for uncertainty more intentionally 
and explicitly. In particular, the questions of where 
to target the development of leaders’ capability for 
uncertainty in organizations, and how, are considered. 
There is also an emphasis on leadership coaching as 
one viable option for developing this capability in 
leaders.
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SEEN AROUND

Namport congratulates
Hon. Neville Andre 
on his appointment as 
Governor of the Erongo Region
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